
                                 XJ-S, a cat with a long life 
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XJ-S (1975-1996)
Originally criticized for styling, petrol consumption and poor reliability, the XJ-S grew into 
one of Jaguar's most important models.

Introduction
This work is about the longest produced model of Jaguar, the XJ-S. With a production 
number of more than 115,000 and a production cycle of 21 years, she has, despite the 
original skepticism at the launch, made a successful contribution to our illustrious brand. 
The story does not intend to be exhaustive, for this there are enough books available, of 
which previously an overview in the Gazette, the Club magazine of the JDCH (Jaguar 
Daimler Club Holland) and on the website, has appeared.

�
American brochure 1986: 3.6 Coupé and Cabriolet, V12 Coupé and Cabriolet.

Genesis history
At the end of the sixties Jaguar was seriously considering a successor of the E-type. From 
the beginning it was clear that the target group of potential buyers would be different from 
that of the E-type. The focus was on employees in the senior management, between 35 
and 55 years of age, whose car was made available by his or her company (at least in the 
UK).
Initially they focused on the further development of the XJ13 Le Mans car of 1967. This 
model had the mid-engine in mid-fashion sports cars. However, it was doubtful whether the 
design could withstand the crash tests and furthermore the theoretical greater 
maneuverability did not compensate for the loss of practical matters such as passenger 
and luggage space. A not unimportant detail that emerged in the preliminary study was the 
cost aspect. The unique construction of the factory and the additional requirements for a 
"normal" utility vehicle resulted in too high a cost.
Jaguar therefore followed a familiar concept in the further development of its GT. They 
started using the components of the recently introduced XJ sedan. A model with a 
proven refinement, good roadholding and one in production proven reliability.
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An open version was abandoned. Just like most other manufacturers, Jaguar assumed 
that the open car would be prohibited in their main market, America.
Two designs were made. One by the development department (XJ21) and the other 
(XJ27) by Malcolm Sayer, protégé of both Lyons and Heynes. From the beginning it was 
clear that the last design was the most likely.

�
Prototype, further development of the E-type XJ21

Malcolm Sayer (1916-1970), designer of
planes and cars, was also an expert in the field 
of aerodynamics. Malcolm joined Jaguar in 
1951 and designed the C-type, the D-type, the 
icon the E-type (XKE). He was also 
responsible for the race prototype the XJ13. 
This car crashed during testing, with Norman 
Dewis behind the wheel, and hit "total loss". 
The car was rebuilt in 1972 / '73, but now lacks 
some details of the original design
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�
One of the first sketches of the XJ27 (Malcolm Sayer)

The first prototype of the XJ27 was built in 1969 on a shortened chassis of the XJ sedan. 
The body of the car lacked in its design the refinement of the E-Type and stood out by the 
"flying buttresses". The rear body, behind the rear window, to share directional fenders, 
however, had an essential function in the improvement of the aerodynamics of the car. 
With an air resistance coefficient of .38, it was clearly lower than the .44 of the E-type. 
Many of the further design details, such as the placement of the petrol tank and the styling 
of the bumpers, were enforced by US legislation. The placement of the battery in the trunk 
was necessary due to the lack of the required space under the bonnet. Due to his death in 
1970, Malcolm Sayer did not include the end result. Sir William Lyons (resigned in 1972) 
and Walter Haynes, succeeded by Bob Knight, were no longer in office when the 
production model was established.

From prototype to production model
In the phase between the first prototype (1969) and the actual production car (1975) much 
was done to improve the stiffness of the bodywork to reduce the noise. The first was partly 
achieved by the special shape of the engine compartment, by applying an 'anti-roll bar at 
the front and the presence of the' flying buttresses', the second by the extensive use of 
damping material. As far as the common body parts with the XJ sedan are concerned, only 
the two front parts of the bottom plate and the front part of the cardan tunnel were left over. 
However, the stiffness of the XJ27 body was 50% greater than that of the XJ sedan.

IRS (rear subframe)                                            interior, without leather and wood

The front suspension and the steering are  identical to those of the XJ12, the subframe 
with the rear suspension and the "inboard" mounted brakes followed the principle that had 
already been used with the E-type and the Mk X from 1961.
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The V12 was the latest version of the engine placed in the E-type Series III.
The interior was far from what one was used to from the saloons. The black instruments in 
a black dashboard, made out of preformed plastic and with doors on the inside covered 
with vinyl, gave the interior one, for the spoiled Jaguar rider, desolate sight.
Diameter XJ-S GT Coupe V12 pre HE
Section XJ-S GT Coupe                                                                        V12 pre HE

Chronological overview                                                                   
The production of the XJ-S / XJS has lasted 21 years. More than 115,000 cars were 
produced. In those 21 years the model has sometimes been changed cosmetically, 
sometimes more fundamentally. Special versions were also released and the number of 
models expanded. That is why I thought it would be sensible to present the most important 
changes chronologically in a table before discussing these 21 years of XJ-S / XJS 
production in a word and image.

Introduction and the first five years
The XJ-S was shown to the public for the first time at the Frankfurter Motorshow in 
September 1975. The accompanying brochure was given the title: "Black Day for Modena, 
Stuttgart and Turin"
The writing press had already been able to make the car known in May. The reactions 
were divided. Many, despite other reports, had expected a sports car like the E-type. 
Nevertheless, the reactions in America were not unfavorable. Car & Driver defined the 

jaar Omschrijving

1975 XJ-S GT Coupé V12 5.3, geïntroduceerd september op de  Frankfurter Motorshow.

1981 XJ-S H.E. Coupé V12 5.3, introductie juli.

1983 XJ-S 3.6 Coupé/ 3.6 Cabriolet, introductie oktober.

1985 XJ-SC H.E V12 5.3 Cabriolet, introductie juli.

1986 XJ-S Convertible V12 Hess & Eisenhardt, introductie november.

1987 XJ-S 3.6 Coupé sportspack, introductie september; laatste Cabriolet 3.6 Vin 14859.

1988 V12 Cabriolet Vin 148594, de laatste geproduceerd in februari; V12 Convertible april; 
XJR-S 5.3 inclusief Le Mans Special augustus.

1989 XJ-S Collection Rouge, USA markt juni; XJR-S 6.0 introductie augustus.

1990 XJ-S 5.3 Coupé Le Mans special edition, introductie september

1991 Restyling van alle standaard modellen, nieuwe 4.0 motor voor de zes cilinder, XJ-S 
wordt XJS, introductie mei; Restyling XJR-S september.

1992 XJS 4.0 Convertible, mei

1993 XJS krijgt kunststoffen bumpers mei;, september is de introductie van de 1994 
modellen de XJS V12 6.0 coupé, 6.0 2plus 2 Convertible, 4.0 coupé, 4.0 2plus 2 
Convertible

1994 Vanaf juni wordt de nieuwe AJ16 zescilinder gemonteerd in de 4.0 liter modellen. In 
mei worden de Celebration modellen geïntroduceerd. De reguliere productie van de 
V12 stopt in juli. De laatste wordt in 1996 op bestelling nog geleverd.
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XJ-S as extravagant with extraordinary features. The other big American car magazine 
Road & Track defined the XJ-S as a car of Italian style with British features.

source: Autocar, February 1976

Although the XJ-S was an expensive car for Jaguar terms, he gave more value for his 
money than other exotics (Aston Martin, Jensen Interceptor, Mercedes 350SL, Porsche 
911, Maserati Merak, De Tomaso Panterra, Ferrari Dino). In that respect jaguar had 
achieved his goal.

photo text: Bringing the body / chassis together with the engine (the marriage), (photo 
Rivers Fletcher). In addition, one of the first XJ-S'n that of the
Browns Lane production line is coming.

 februari 1976 XJ-S manual E-type S3 manual
Maximum speed 153 mph 146mph
0-60mph 6.9 secs 6.4 secs
overall mpg 154 145
unleden weight 1770 kg 1454 kg
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Unfortunately, Jaguar was included in the British Leyland (BL) conglomerate of car 
factories enforced by English politics. A collection of almost all English car manufacturers, 
who, as history taught, would cradle a complete downfall of that same industry. British 
Leyland was the concept for poor quality and service. Unfortunately this also applied to the 
Jaguar factories and therefore also to the XJ-S. Other negative factors were the dominant 
presence of the BL logo and the disappearance of independence. No more own 
management! This negative marketing aspects were somewhat overcome by prominent 
use in two new television series, The Saint with Roger Moore (left) and The New Avangers 
with Steed and Gambit (right).

The car, which was hand-built during its lifecycle, was  until the end of 1978, with a four-
speed gearbox, of which only 352 were sold, or a three-speed automatic from Borg-
Warner, robust but slow. In 1977, this automatic transmission was replaced by the GM 
400. This was lighter in weight and clearly gave more response, allowing a sportier driving 
style.
In April 1979, Dave Heinz and Dave Yarborough participated in the Cannonball Run. They 
set a new record time of 32 hours and 51 minutes over the 2,863 miles from New York to 
Los Angeles. This record lasted for 4 years. BL Australia tried to lift this success by 
bringing a special model to the market. The cars with the name "Cannonball" came from 
the old stock. Cosmetic adjustments were made for the sale, such as rims. A total of 10 
were sold, numbered 1-10. Pictures of the current owner are known from number 6.

Until 1980 there were only cosmetic adjustments, such as the tailgate in the color of the 
car, some more chrome and in line with the sedan, technical adjustments to the ignition 
system.
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V12 Engines
The well-known V12 engine of jaguar, not to mention the six in-line XK engine, deserve a 
separate book. This is written by Roger Bywater and Ray Timmins from XJ6 Engineering. 
It pays to visit their website (http://www.jagweb.com/aj6eng/index.php) and to order the 
book. Among other things, it shows that Jaguar has experimented with 4 valve V12 
engines and even used them in the prototype of the XJ220. As far as the standard V12 in 
the XJ-S is concerned, it remained almost identical to the last copy of the last E-type 
series until 1981. The essential adjustment came with the introduction of the HE version in 
the XJ-S (see below).

V12 engine 1975, similar to that of the Sedan and coming from the last series E-type

The above photos are from the web archive of AJ6 Engineering
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The HE era, the rebirth of the XJ-S
From 1978 the production figures decreased, with the low point of 1980, in which only 
1057 cars were produced. So it was time to come forward with a real leap.
In 1980 John Egan took over the management of Jaguar. One of the first changes that 
were implemented was to change the mentality. Quality and services had to come top 
again. His motivation brought Jaguar new resilience despite the heavily outdated 
machinery. It was he who also saw bread in the XJ-S and was informed by the (potential) 
buyers about the problems and wishes.
However, the best news and survival of the XJ-S was the High Energy engine (HE).
When the V12 was introduced in 1971, the block consisted of the most common technical 
version for that time, namely the combustion chamber in the piston and a flat cylinder 
head. In the early 70s Harry Mundy (together with Walter Hassan the designer of the 
jaguar V12) met Michael May, a Swiss engineer who had a radically different idea about 
the model of a cylinder head. This idea was bought by Jaguar from May for half a million 
Pound Stirling and processed in its renewed design of the V12. The essential adjustment 
is a combustion chamber that is included in the cylinder head. A solution that has since 
been known as "the Fireball". Compression increased to 12.5: 1 and fuel consumption fell 
by 25% on average.

�
Principle of the HE combustion chamber.

The introduction to the market of the HE model took place in July 1981. The High 
Efficiency XJ-S, the most important marketing point, also received a higher rear axle 
transmission, adjustment of the suspension and wider wheels. The interior was now 
completely made of leather, with the traditional inlay of wood veneer. Despite the 
adjustments, the price was adjusted after below. With all these adjustments from the 
market, the XJ-S helped to improve the economy. Production in 1982 doubled to 3111 
pieces. The car press was enthusiastic about the new combination, which made it possible 
to travel in peace with a cruising speed of 160 km per hour.
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The introduction of the HE model was the most important turning point in the history of the 
XJ-S. The appearance of the car also changed in a positive way. Slippery bumpers came 
for the European market. Furthermore, the car was equipped with the "Growler" emblem 
on the bonnet, chrome frame around the rear lights and piping on the sides. The "Kent" 
rims were replaced by the slightly wider "Starfish" and equipped with 215 tires

                                                                
Above the day-winner

left: Concours winner during the 25th 
anniversary of the XJ-S in Donnington.

In July 1983 there was great news. In preparation for the Earl's Court Motorshow, it was 
announced that the model range was expanded with two new models. Both equipped with 
a new engine, a six cylinder in line, the (coming) successor of the well-known XK engine in 
the sedan. Outward differences with the V12 were the rims and the bulge on the bonnet. 
The latter was necessary to create space for the tilted six cylinder in the engine 
compartment. The lightweight six in-line aluminum engine was almost 56 kg lighter than 
the old XK engine and better fuel consumption. In terms of badging, the cars were 
recognisable by the indicated 3.6 indication on the tailgate. At the latest, the bulge on the 
bonnet, necessary to be able to place the engine, was the most striking. The 3.6 coupé 
and cabriolet were manual and equipped with a ZF five-speed gearbox.          
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 Left my previous 3.6 with Gertrag vijfbak and right the engine.

At the introduction a slogan "the Legend Grows" was created. The coupé version, on 
photo above left in the rare color Crimson Red, was equipped with so-called "pepperpot" 
rims. The convertible version received the starfish rims from the V12.
In the call for an open version was provided by Jaguar with the release of the convertible. 
The cabriolet was made in Castle Bromwich in the same way as the coupé, but without the 
roof section and the rear panels. Subsequently, transport took place to the Park Sheet 
Metal Company Ltd in Coventry. Here the coupé was stripped of its "flying buttresses" and 
provided with the necessary reinforcements and new roof. The reinforcement was 
obtained, inter alia, by arranging a bracket for the separation of the targa panels and rear 
cover, fitting a U beam under the chassis at the level of the trunk and strengthening the 
tunnel around the gearbox. After this operation, the car was brought back to Castle 
Bromwich and provided with electricity and interior between the standard coupés. This was 
followed by transport to the Aston Martin Tickford Body Works in Bedworth for the 
application of the targa panels and the rear cover. Finally, the finishing, testing and delivery 
took place in Castle Bromwich. A cumbersome event, with a lot of delay and quality 
problems.

Left one of 5013 cabriolets produced on the production line. On the right the photo used in 
the promotional material, which clearly shows the different possibilities of the open and the 
closed form

The problems outlined above meant that at the end of 1985, at the same time as the 
introduction of the convertible with V12, the manufacture was taken entirely into their own 
hands. On the photo next page my V12. One of the first to be produced in house                                          
(Photo 2009 London Brighton)
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On the picture below, Cabriolet with closed hood and for 
the attentive reader, towbar and Daytona wire wheels. 
(photo JDCH elfstedentocht)

            

 UK, at Wimpole Hall, 21 July 2002, 20th anniversary of the Cabriolet.

In America, the dealers were not happy with the lack of a "full" convertible. Hess & 
Eisenhardt therefore put a convertible version on the market with the approval of the 
factory. So maintaining the manufacturer's warranty. 
Next page the American brochure of 1987, both versions were found to be fraternally side 
by side.
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                 Hess & Eisenhardt                                                    Cabriolet

The Hess & Eisenhardt version is sometimes imported into the Netherlands. Even for non-
experts, this version is easily recognisable by the third brake light and the wide one
A-post. In comparison with the Cabrio and the later factory convertible, the stiffness of the 
body leaves something to be desired.
On the left a Hess & Eisenhardt imported in the Netherlands. It is clear here that the 

difference can be seen with the later factory convertible on the right-hand picture. Pay 
attention to the standing rear windows and the A-post, which has a steeper angle. It is the 
same as the coupé. Furthermore, the cabriolet roof is more in the car than on the rear. The 
Convertible on the photo is one of the Classic Collection (1991) for the American market.

In 1984 Jaguar started with the development of its own convertible. A model where the 
American dealers, who were so important to the brand, asked passionately. John Egan 
gave the multidisciplinary design team of 12 men under the guidance of Ken Giles, the 
simple but challenging assignment to present the convertible in 1988 at the Geneva auto 
show.
After the concept design was established, contact was sought with the firm Karmann. This 
German company had a lot of knowledge and experience in designing and building 
convertibles. The biggest concern of the factory was to combine a good stiffness of the 
bodywork with the well-known Jaguar conform. In Phoenix, Arizona more than 30 
combinations were tested on the American test base of Jaguar to obtain the correct 
mountings for the wheel suspension and the engine. In 1987, the first prototypes on the 
MIRA test track were subjected to intensive tests. The production version that came on the 
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market in 1988 had, compared to the coupe version 108, new and 48 modified body parts, 
was 100 kg heavier, negligibly slower and equipped with every luxury.
The hood opened from closed to closed in 12 seconds.
Other models that saw the light of day before the restyling were the sports version with 6.0 
engine, the Collection Rouge (American market) and two editions Le Mans 

TWR had successes with her after her race
XJ-S a sports kit on the market. In the most 
extensive form the owner could have a 6.0 liter 
engine.
In 1990, Jaguar launched its own 6.0 XJR-S 
sport. Here on photo in the civilised aggressive-
looking black

For the American market. The Collection          
Rouge, with the color signal red, beige interior 
and  color-made sports 

An XJ-S with Le Mans inscription in the striking 
color Yellow Peril is the car of a well-known 
Jaguar Enthusiastic Club member and can be 
seen at many of their meetings.

                                                                              

The biggest operation within 21 years of production
In May 1991 the "face lift" model was introduced. This was considered necessary in order 
to bring the appearance more into line with that of the sedans and to make a number of 
improvements. The most important argument, however, was the necessary renewal of the 
machinery. The XJS body parts never really had a knock-on fit and the machines used for 
that were now really on their last legs. Although the appearance, except for a few 
significant points, did not differ from his predecessor, on a total of 490 parts, 180 were 
changed !! With this operation, the manufacturing costs were significantly reduced and the
quality improved. Giving an example. The rear of the bodywork originally consisted of five 
different parts. In the new version only one piece! The most obvious difference and 
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immediately recognisable to the layman, is in the backlight party. On the next photo from 
America, the cabriolet is left after and right before the restyling. 
Another striking feature for the V12 is the takeover of the elevation on the hood of the 3.6, 
now equipped with the previously modified AJ6 4.0 engine from the sedan (XJ40), so that 
in the production (one bonnet) again costs were saved. The indication XJ-S changed to 
XJS. Mechanically there was the improved manual five-speed for the 4.0 and an 

electronically controlled machine. Furthermore, the 4.0 was equipped with a catalytic 
converter, which opened the market for this model.
In May 1992 the convertible version came out of the 4.0 model. In terms of design equal to 
the V12 version and only available with automatic transmission.
Other details that make the difference visible are the frameless doors and the lack of the 
side windows behind. Diamonds, which already could not open. The Starfish rims were 
replaced by Lattice rims (see photo on the right). In the interior the vertical
instruments place for round clocks and there were improved electrically adjustable seats.
           
  interior from 1976                                                  interior from 1994

The latest adjustments
For the 1993 model year, improvements were made to the stiffness of the body of the 
convertible. Other modifications were a change of the steering column for an improved 
seat of the driver, seats with a longer seat and the quadrant of the machine changed. Due 
to the emission requirements, only the 4.0 version was available for the American market.
May 1993 was the layout for the final adaptations of the XJ-S. The V12 was replaced by 
that from the new XJ12 and Daimler Double Six saloons. To improve the sensitivity, 
refinement and reduction of torque during shifting, the engine management was connected 
to the machine.
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 In the table below the differences in performance between the 5.3 and the 6 liter version.

The chassis received a new sport suspension with Bilstein shock absorbers. The Pirelli 
P600 225/55 ZR16 tires were mounted on new 16 inch aluminum rims. The "inboard" rear 
brakes until then were moved outwards. Furthermore, the steering was replaced by a ZF 
version and the spare wheel replaced with a "space saver".

Below left the 4.0 and bottom right the 6.0 version. Appearances hardly perceptible

That open driving and snow best go together is 
visible on the left picture. Undoubtedly the air 
conditioning is warm and the seat heating is 
on.

A 4.0 bj 1995 in the rare color rose bronze on a 
cold day photographed in America

The models range was extended with the 2 + 2 
Convertible, which meant a complete redesign 
of the bodywork. The rear seats, although 

larger than in previous versions, could only be used by young children. The V12 models 
were further equipped with a customized audio system for the customer and an extensive 
remote alarm system. The bumpers were now sprayed in the color of the car. Furthermore 
7inch x 6 inch, 5 spoke wheels were mounted. In 1994 the cars were equipped with a new 
air conditioning system and the 4.0 liter AJ6 was replaced by a new engine, the AJ16. This 
engine scored better on points of emission (good for the American market), consumption, 
performance and driving characteristics.

5.3 liter V12 6.0 liter V12
Maximum snelheid 236kph 259kph

0-96kph 7,8 sec 6,6 sec
bhp 280@2800 rpm 308@5350 rpm

torque 306lb/ft€2,800 355lb/ft@2,850
gemiddeld verbruik 19.1 mpg 18.6 mpg
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In addition to the mechanical adjustments, changes were also made to the interior. In the 
latter adjustments, the distinction between 4.0 and 6.0 increased.
In 1995 the Jaguar 60th Anniversary model was released from the 4.0 (Celebration). On 
the one hand to bring the car once again into the limelight and on the other hand because 
the factory, with in mind the arrival of the XK 8, was afraid to remain in stock. The latter 
proved completely unnecessary. Until the arrival of the XK 8, XJS'n were ordered.

          Celebration UK                                            Celebration Vermont, Canada
               XJS Sport interior                                               1996 V12 6.0 liter

The end of an era
In 1996, after a production of 21 years, a successful model came to an end.
A total of 115,413 cars were produced. Of which 30,946 Convertibles; 5013 Cabriolets and 
79,454 Coupés.The last two cars, a 4.0 (left)and a 6.0 (right) were transferred to the 
Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust (JDHT) after leaving the belt.
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The last XJS rolls off the band. The end of the longest running model of the Jaguar 
factories.

Special factory versions
In the foregoing, a number of special editions put on the market by the factory have 
already been mentioned. In this chapter, therefore, a brief addition and special cars from 
customers.

     edition Le Mans 1988                                         Cabriolet, 3.6 with automatic 
                                                                                  transmission, Insigna 995, 
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 Le Mans edition with roof racks (available as 
standard accessory from the factory

the model released in America to 
commemorate the 60th anniversary of the 
factory, in carnival red.
        

        XJ-S as pace car  (JDHT)                                        XJ-S as police car (JDHT)

 Barbie execution.For advertising purposes         XJ-S (no flying Buttresses) one of a kind 
of the well-known toy manufacturer Mattel.
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Two factory designs that did not get further than the drawing board were equipped an XJ-S 
with the nose of the XJ6 and a 4-door version. The design department carried out some 
experiments with the first model, on the cooling system. For example, the hinge point of 
the bonnet was moved further back. For this, cooling slots were installed, similar to a Dini 
Ferrari 308 GT4. More experiments were carried out, of which little material has remained.

Special private models
During the life of the XJ-S, various designers, tuning and bodywork companies have been 
involved with the styling and performance of the car.
They have developed several versions of the XJ-S both with the approval of the factory 
and outside the factory. Some have never reached production status.

Pininfarina's 1978 XJ-Spider is perhaps the best known conversion, but in terms of 
extremity it was still defeated by Bertone's Ascot (1977). This model was, in terms of 
performance, the middle between an Audi Quatro and the English Tasmin. A typical 1970's 
design, with the lamps popping up, with sharp corners and suede upholstery. A telephone 
was mounted in the dashboard.

  Left, Pininfary's 1978 Spyder.

Under Bertone's Ascot 1977, next to a standard 
XJ-S

�

Guy Salmon was the only Jaguar dealer in 
the early years besides TWR and Arden who 
was involved in styling and tuning of the XJ-
S. Most customers were limited to the 
adjustments of the exterior and the interior. 
The eye catches on the smaller grill and the 
spoilers (roof and trunk).

Hyper is known as styling and tuning specialist for Jaguars. The three best known 
adjustments for the XJS are the spoilers front and rear and the side skirts. These Mark 1 
and 2 kits are adjustments that can realise a little good "do it yourself". In addition, there is 
a Mark 3 body kit, which is specialised work. A very obvious modification concerns the 
widening of the rear window. This gives more visibility and makes the car appear lower 
optically. Hyper also supports private racers.
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Lister. There have been few tuners, which were as successful as Lister. The company 

started in 1984 with modifications to the 
bodywork, followed by increasing the stroke 
volume of the V12 to 5995 cc. This resulted 
in almost 500 BHP (green car in the 
background). This version was followed by 
the, with a double turbocharged, Le Mans 
convertible, equipped with a 7 liter engine 
and 600 BHP with a manual six speed (red 
car in the foreground).

Chasseur
This company, which mainly focused on the 
sedan versions, also took a number of XJ-S'n 
in hand. This applied to both the interior and the engine area. The latter especially for the 
3.6 Aj6 engine. The ultimate model of Chasseur is the "Stealth" version with a double 
turbo. The engine power thus increased to a 340 BHP
Paul Baily Design, introduced a radical XJS design on the market in 1992. The top model 
was the Monaco version. On the photos (below) to see in Convertible and Coupé.
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Autostyle, with owner Paul Banham, has been 
introducing modifications for the XJ-S for 
several years. These varied from interior and 
exterior adjustments to radical changes. On 
the photo in the XK-SS version.

Arden, the German dealer and autotuner for Jaguar from the very beginning, offered the 
customer an extensive range of modifications. Adjustments of interior, exterior, chassis, 
suspension, rims, brakes, gearbox / automatic and engine were possible. The brochure, 
which covered 8 pages, contained more than 200 separately priced components.

Koenig, the other German specialist who also 
operated on the English market, supplied 
"body kits" from simple to somewhat more 
aggressive, as in the picture. This includes 
larger wheels and matching tires.
For 8.5 inches x15 and rear 11inch x 15. The 
corresponding shock absorbers and adapted 
springs were supplied with the kit and 
mounted on request.
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RM Engeneering, in Kent, delivered 
mechanical and bodywork modifications on 
demand. The V12 adjustments consisted of a 
modified injection system, distribution, lighter 
flywheel, coupling a five-speed gearbox or 
adapted automatic transmission, suitable for 
power up to 470 BHP. Similar adjustments 
were available for the 3.6. Furthermore, as a 
distributor of both Lynx and TWR of both 
companies, they supplied body kits and rims

TWR
Tom Walkinshaw put the TWR Jaguar Sport on the market in 1988. Initially with the 5.3 
engine, improved suspension and a modified bodykit. A year later, the capacity of the 
engine was increased to 6.0, from which 318 Bhp was conjured up. The 0-60 mph was 
reached in 6.5 sec. In 1991 the power was increased to 333 bhp.
          (L) TWR V12 1988; (R) TWR front view with American headlights.

Lynx
Although the XJ-S has a decent luggage space and could carry small children in the 
version with a back seat, it was not a car to bring (hunting) dogs or golf sets. Lynx 
released the Eventer in 1982 as an alternative. A so-called shooting brake, which was 
amply provided for in the mentioned omissions. 69 of this model were made.

   Lynx Eventer, London Brighton 2009                    Lynx Eventer, Zandvoort 2010
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From the Lynx brochure, the Spider (top left) that appeared on the market before the Hess 
& Eisenhardt convertible and Jaguar convertible. Left above the Performer 3.6 liter.

In this chapter not all companies that provided the XJ-S (XJS) with a new or adapted 
version are mentioned. So as The Matchless, Boss Cat, Rialto, Cabriolets International 
and Thickford remained unnamed.

Sport

Group 44 racing (Bob Tullius), USA.
In the picture below his cars of Group 44 on parade.
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In the early years of the XJ-S there was not much enthusiasm from the factory in England. 
The XJ-S was designed as a Grand Tourer and not as a sports car with race blood. 
Moreover, the experiences with the Broadspeed XJ12C and E-types were not that 
successful. In America, the most important market for Jaguar, was founded in 1965 by Bob 
Tullius, race team Group 44. The relevant team had already achieved some success with 
the different BL models, such as Thriumps TR, Spitfires, MGs and a V12 E-type.
Because of his successes with the E-type, Bob Tullius of the factory got the green light to 
try to boost the sales of the XJ-S with race successes.
For this purpose, the standard V12 was taken seriously. Think of a different lubrication 
system, Koni shock absorbers, compact rubbers, six double Webers, larger calipers, wider 
rims and flatter tires and of course a roll bar. From zero to 96 km / h the acceleration was 
reduced by 3.6 seconds to 5.0 and the 161 km / h was achieved in 10.3 seconds instead 
of the 22.2 seconds for the standard version. Several victories in the Trans-Am 
championship were in the 1977 (driver's championship); 1978 (constructors' 
championships), 1981. In 1979 and 1980 there was no participation.

TWR (Tom Walkinshaw Racing), UK
In Europe, the class A touring car was introduced in 1982. Of the registered cars, at least 
5,000 had to be produced and limited modifications were permitted. Tom Walkinshaw set 
up his TWR (Tom Walkinshaw Racing) in Oxford. The driver had participated with the 
Broadspeed XJ12C in several races, but especially with Mazda successes. In order to 
race in the new class, he had conceived the plan to participate with an XJ-S. When John 
Egan, the new CEO of Jaguar, was approached for this, he showed great enthusiasm. 
Homologation was no problem. In Australia, an XJ-S has already participated in the races 
approved by FiFa. The first year, podium finishes were achieved in all races where it was 
finished. In 1983, Martin Brundle and Win Percy joined the ranks and with BMW the 
necessary neck to neck races were fought. At the end of the season the title narrowly went 
to BMW. In 1984, TWR took with 3 cars and the color scheme became green and white. 
Hans Heyer and David Sears were added as riders. The opposition consisted of 15 BMW's 
635CSi's, plus Rovers and Volvo's. With beautiful victories in Monza, Pergusa, Brno, 
Österreichring, Salzburgring, the 24 Hours of Spa, and points gathering in the other races 
came the crowning in the form of the European Touring Car Championship (riders and 
constructors). The last race in that season in Macau in the colors of John Player Special 
was celebrated with a group victory and a second place, before the BMW sponsored by 
Malboro.

                  Group A (JDHT)                                European Touring Car Championship 1984

In the years that followed, only a few sporadically participated in races. The cars were still 
on display in Australia and New Zealand. The new homologation requirements disrupted 
the game and in addition Tom Walkinshaw was working together with the factory on a 
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higher goal, participation in the sport prototype class, with the final 24 hours of "Le Mans". 
In 1988, the XJR9 won both the 24 hours of Daytona and the 24 hours of Le Mans. Photos 
the 1988 Le Mans winner with from left to right, Walkinshaw, Dumfries, Lammers, Wallace 
and John Egan.

Private drivers
"Racing is life, anything before or after is just waiting" (Steve McQueen).
To this day XJ-S'n participate in racing. Known in the UK, organised by the Jaguar 
Enthusiastic Club in association with Toyo tires, smaller sponsors and Jaguar World. Every 
now and then there is a trip to the mainland. In England there is a separate class for the 
XJ-S'n, in which 6 groups can be distinguished, varying from standard to cars in full race 
trim.
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The first photos were taken in 2006 at Donnington. The last one in Australia at Oran Park

                 Brands Hatch 2008, before crash and after crash (foto’s Roger Gage)

       Zandvoort 2011, during the race and after the race a few with some damage
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The last four photos on refer to the XJ-S'n with which Gail Hill, a very successful female 
driver, participated in the races organised by the JEC until 2011. In 2005 she became 
winner in her class and in 2006 by winning 9 out of 10 races, overall champion. At the 
moment she drives with a 4 liter XJ40. That it does not always go well prove the photos. 
On the top she rode in 2005 during 30 years XJS, her XJ-S pré HE at Brands Hatch "total 
loss". Cause, a collision, on the finish line, with a loosened wheel from one of its 
competitors. The blue car is her later 6 liters XJ-S from 1986, which also sometimes went 
wrong.

Anniversaries
The model has already had a lot of anniversaries and within the model, the XJ-SC Forum 
celebrates its own anniversaries. A short impression of the writer.

25 years of XJ-S (2000, Donnington). On Sunday as much as over 600 in all versions
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20 years of XJ-SC (2002, Whimpole 
Hall). In front left the ex XJ-SC of 
Princess Diana, now owned by the 
JDHT, behind her the XJ-SC of the 
writer.

30 years XJ-S (2005, Brands Hatch). 
The front XJ-S is a Guy Salmon 

30 years XJ-SC 2012, Weston Park, Shropshire County
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2015, the 40th anniversary of the XJ-S (1975-2015).

In Great Britain, both the Jaguar Drivers Club (JDC) and the Jaguar Enthusiastic Club 
(JEC) pay attention to this milestone. During the JEC Western Days at the castle estate 
Bodelwyddan Castle (North Wales) the XJ-S was put in the limelight. Letitia Mae had 
succeeded in building an almost perfect model line. With the help of owners and the 
TRUST almost all models were shining in the sunlight. The TRUST was represented with 
the first XJ-S and the last XJS, the unique Daimler version and the Cabrio of Princess 
Diana. The XJ-S of Tom Walkinshaw’s, champion in the World Car Championship 
(WSCC), was on the trailer.
In the timeline with all the factory-released models including three Insigna’s and a large 
number of specials such as the Guy Salmon, Lynx Eventers, all models of Lister, a 
Banham and a Monaco coupé version. All these cars, including my XJ-SC. were 
contributed by the club members. Among the flags of the XJS forum and the various 
regions, more XJ-S'n acted the présence. All in all a small of 200 numbers.

               The TRUST participation, from right to left, the first XJ-S, the Cabrio of Princess Diana, 
                                          the unique Daimler version and the last XJS V12.

                 GZ-LJ-37, flanked by 2 XJR-S                                                       two Insigna’s
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                      Lister “Le Mans” design                                                                    Lister Convertible

        

       

       Paul Baily Design, Monaco designs

           

                                                                                            
from Russia with Love

         

                    GZ-LJ-37  Peak District                                                     Snowdon, Snowdonia National Park 1085m
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Bodelwyddan Castle, North Wales, 27 September 2015, 40 years XJ-S and XJS (1975-1996)
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The JDCH also paid attention to the 40th anniversary. The model was put in the spotlight 
during three national events. During British Car and Lifestyle in the Autotron in Rosmalen, 
at the Concours d'Elégance during the Hoogzomer meeting in St-Michelsgestel and at the 
JDCH  Life Style and parts fair in Druten. An impression:
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2015 JDCH, High Summer Meetings and Concours d'Elégance, 40 years XJ-S
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Marketing and merchandising
Over the years, it became clear from the quality of the brochures that the influence of BL 
and the financial malaise at Jaguar were over.

One of the designs for the mascot of Jaguar

From left to the right brochure 1975; brochure 1980; below the Italian brochure 1991

                                                  

The Cabrio brochure, with the possibilities of 
the roof from 1985
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               Above left, American brochure from 1987 and top right from 1992.

Who says that there is no XJ-S 
with a tow
bar, or worse, that you're with 
one
XJ-S should not pull anything!
The factory clearly thought 
otherwise. In the accessory 
brochure for the 1995 models a 
horse trailer was stretched 
behind the XJS for the photo 
"shoot" and (not visible) one 
other XJS with a not bad motor 
yacht!

Photo from accessory
brochure 1995

Merchandising
Many companies and private individuals have used the XJ-S for merchandising. Examples 
are the many miniatures, stamps and envelopes, logos and clothing advertisements and, 
on the other hand. Here are a few examples;

Mannequin Barbara Bach, once one of the James Bond “Girls".
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The English Air Force flies 
with jet aircraft, type Jaguar. 
This is a British-French 2 
motorized supersonic attack 
aircraft, the delivery of which 
began in 1973. For 
commercial purposes, the 
factory liked this, as shown in 
the attached photograph.

Before Jaguar released its own clothing line, the car 
brand already had commitments with the clothing 
industry.
On the picture for the sporty clothing brand Jaeger.

Italian perfumes from Roberta Di Camerino
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Different versions in terms of 
upholstery were also available. 
The use of Burberry is known.
An example of this is
the factory version of
the XJ-SC.

On the photo in 3.6 version and 
manual.

            Stamps and envelopes
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            Painters and photographers

Sculptor, painter and composer Leo Schimanszky, born Austrian,living in Montreal,                  
Canada, celebrated the 21st birth year of the XJ-S in its own way. He painted his 1988
 XJ-S coupé with the theme "XJS Lifetree".

In The Netherlands, Herman 
Brood painted several cars, 
including several Jaguars. In 
2010 two examples were 
presented at the Concours 
d'Elegance in Apeldoorn, an XJ 
and an XJ-S.

Westzaan, authentic house 
from the 18th century, with in 
the foreground my XJ-SC from 
1986
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            Building boxes and miniatures

The Japanese building boxes manufacturer Hasegawa is the only manufacturer 
who has also released a construction kit of the Cabriolet version. SMTS had a 
hand-built metal Cabriolet in the program in England in a limited edition. Here in 
the middle, in the foreground to see, the model that one has made of my 
Cabriolet (left sent and provided with the right license plate).

            Film and TV series
The XJ-S comes as a status symbol, as far as I know, in more than 40 films and TV series. 
Well-known foreign productions are: Inspector Columbo, The Saint, Knots Landing, Falcon 
Crest, Who is the Boss, If tomorrow comes, the X-files, Fith Gear, Top Gear, Detroit 1-8-7, 
Love Joy, The private lives or Pippa Lee, Drive side, Lucky Number.
In the Dutch feature film Loenatik the Movie (also a VPRO TV series) a black XJ-S 
Cabriolet is coming up for and that is mine (see photo).
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Clubs and XJ-S

Almost every Jaguar club has a register and / 
or forum for each model. The best known and 
most active of these is undoubtedly those 
within the Jaguar Enthusiastic Club (JEC). An 
English club with the most members worldwide 
(> 20,000). She is, as described earlier, the 
only club with an active race program.

On the photo on the right you can read which 
requirements the car has to meet.
The photo below shows the car, alongside a 
number of other prepared Jaguars on the JEC 
racing display in June 2012. During their 
annual "International event", this time held at 
the Weston Park estate in Shropshire County .

Specifically focused on the XJS was the XJS 
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Enthusiasts' Club (XEC), which organized its own meetings and was also represented at, 
for example, the Classic Motorshow at the NEC in Birmingham (see photo below). She 
recently merged with the JEC, so now, as far as I know, there is only one club left, the XJS 
Club Midlands (www.xjsclub.org). In addition, for the XJ-SC on facebook the international 
convertible register and a website http://jag92hot.ning.com

The Jaguar Daimler Club Holland (JDCH) also has registers for the various models and 
the forums on the website. In contrast to, for example, the JEC, it is rare for the registers to 
have their own display. It is therefore exceptional if there are more than two XJ-S'n side by 
side. Coincidentally once at a meeting of Regio Noord, where four different versions were 
brotherly next to each other (see photo)

From left to right, a Monaco by Paul Baily Design, a factory Cabriolet V12, a pre-face lift 
V12 convertible and a 4.0 Convertible.

Touring
The Jaguar Daimler Club Holland, as well as the other Jaguar clubs, keep track of the 
occasional tours and the more sporting execution of these, the rallies. During these tours 
you will learn about landscapes, culture and cultural heritage. In this booklet we do not go 
much further than on the cars and in particular the XJ-S.
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Cabriolet day 20the anniversary  21 juli 2002, Whimpole hall, Jaguar Drivers Club meeting.

2002 marathon day, flanked by the Veluwe picnic, stopover castle Amerongen

2003 bollenrit en Haarzuilen

Club Travel abroad
The JDCH has a foreign committee since 1996. During my 9 year of participation from 
which  6 years of presidency, an international trip was organized once a year until 2008. 
One year a long weekend, the other year a week to ten days. this last trip mostly went to 
Great Britain. In 2002, for example, there was a round of England on the occasion of the 
25th anniversary of the Club, Scotland in 2004, a trip to Tuscany in 2006 and Wales in 
2008. In between the Eifel, the Luxembourg Ardennes and the Harz.
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2002 UK anniversary tour (25th anniversary)

              2004 Scotland tour
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        2006 Italië, Toscane

                    2008 Wales
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Diverse activiteiten door de jaren heen

UK, 2005 30 
jarig Jubileum 
van de XJ-S te 
Brand Hatch.
  

  

2006, UK, Donnington JEC races
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XJ-S’n and our (jaguar Daimler Holland Club activiteiten. Zomer 2008

Zomer 2011 en 2012
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London-Brighton 

2010 een collage
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A photo collage : 2012 (30th anniversary XJ-SC) en 2013 (London-Brighton).

�
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The last (old school) organized London-Brighton Jaguar-Run (2014-04-27 (an impression).

Our overnight stay in England, prior to the start in Greenwich (Old Royal Naval Collage)
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London, Old Naval Collage                                               Brighton, Madeira drive
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GZ-LJ-37 door de jaren heen
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In the September / October issue of the club magazine of the JDCH, an editorial 
about the XJ-S with, among other things, mine XJ-SC appeared on the cover.
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Weird "or in the creases
There are owners of XJS'n who like a joke, or do other (sports) things with it. There is also 
an accident sometimes in a small corner, with destabilising consequences.

“
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What is the best XJ-S or XJS?

The above question can not be answered unambiguously. It depends on what point of view 
you approach the question. Reasoning from the enthusiast I prefer, you will not be 
surprised, the XJ-SC in the V12 version. Some modifications to filters (Rob Beer racing), 
ECU and exhaust (AJ6 Engeneering) and automatic transmission (Corvette shifting), gives 
the car the kernel of a Corvette and the sound of a GT. Moreover, under normal weather 
conditions, temperature around 20 degrees, no rain and moderate wind 7.2 kilometers per 
liter premium petrol will be reached. If you ignore emotional preference, then a convertible 
version 4.0 from the 1995/1996 years of construction is preferable, also from the point of 
view of value. What are the attention points with purchase. Here are a few tips. More and 
more extensive information can be found in the booklet "The Essential Buyer's Guide" by 
Peter Crespin, isbn number 978-1-84584-161-4.
First of all, look for the best car that suits your budget! If you want to have fun immediately, 
do not buy a fix. The refurbishes are by definition a project, where the turnaround time is 
always underestimated and the restoration costs are never earned back! Make sure that at 
least the maintenance history with the corresponding paperwork is present at the time of 
purchase. Pay particular attention to the hoses in the cooling system of a V12 and make 
sure that all electrical components are functioning properly. Pay attention to the seals at 
the windows and the drainage of rainwater from the gutters. The pipes sometimes want to 
be closed. A car that is regularly used by its owner is preferred. Seals and the like then 
close and the tires do not square, the exhaust rusts less and there is no condensation in 
the car. Always look under the floor mats and behind the upholstery in the trunk. The 
following pictures, after cleaning under 260 bar water pressure, show the consequences of 
condensation and water leakage in the car.
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The biggest enemy for a long life

The technique of the XJ-Ss is seldom abandoned in good (preventive) maintenance.
His greatest enemy, as on page 58, was the rust devil. It goes too far to name the weak 
spots, but where one can easily do something about is, is to keep the drainage channels 
of the (sky) water open. The following short description of the drainage is taken from the 
topic about rust on the website of Just XJS and was first published in Exclusively Jaguar 
News in 2009 and is Copyright © 2009 Exclusively Jaguar (www.Xclusively-Jaguar.com 
and Just XJS www .justxjs.com).

The roof drainage through the window pillars and inside mudguard

Water from the roof is guided via a road which is a problem-solving route, guided along the 
inside of the window frame (under the stainless steel trim), then along the gutter on the 
inside of the mudguard to land on the floor over the housing of the headlights. . Some form 
of a blockade on this road (usually black sealant) and the drain stagnates, after which the 
water searches for its own way (rust devil).

Windshield wipers
The water that enters the common area of the windshield wipers is discharged via two 
rubber and metal pipes leading downwards through the engine compartment's "V", after 
which the water ends up on the top of the shock absorbers (also not convenient). When 
these become blocked, the central space becomes a fishbowl, not even recommended.

Thresholds and doors
Thresholds and doors do not have drain channels as such, but there are gaps in the 
rubber frame to allow the air to circulate. With a thin saw blade they can be cleaned, after 
which the circulating air can do its drying work again.

Rearside
Classic examples of poor design or water drainage occur at the rear. The opening of the 
trunk has drainage channels on the upper left side in the right corners. There is also a 
drainage next to the full cap. The water moves through the rubber hoses, which end up on 
a fixed attachment at the edge of the bottom part of the trunk. These drainage channels 
tend to always become clogged somewhere. If this is happens, irreversible corrosion will 
occur so that there a rapid corrosion. Often the outputs cannot be found. Hidden under a 
of filler or undercoat. A disaster!! A mini eco system has already been developed in the
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trunk. Not in the least helped by the glued coating. So take that upholstery for control. It 
takes some effort, but in general there is enough material left to put it back again.

The easiest way to open the drain again is with the help of an air pump from below. With 
most foot pumps there is an arsenal of aids. The red fits exactly on the drain pipe. Then 
with slow tread pumps. You hear a "pop" or a hissing sound when the channel opens 
again. Repeat this for each discharge channel, paying attention to the fact that on the left 
side, next to the fuel cap and the one in the adjacent trunk space are connected to each 
other by means of a "Y". So make sure that both have to be opened.

       Trunk drainage opening left                                        Bottom drainage opening

Rust prevention in general
Spend a day drying carpeting by hanging the mats outside and opening the drainage 
openings. As a result, the rust process stops considerably. Storing in a dry room will also 
contribute greatly to this.
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Postscript

My Jaguar ownership started with a manual XJ-S 3.6 in the rare color Grimson Red and 
was followed by a black XJ-SC V12 machine. This car can be found prominently in this 
booklet and is placed here again as a miniature. This miniature is handmade to the original 
with my license plate, color and left handed! The model has only been in production for a 
year at SMTS models in Hastings.

The booklet contains in a nutshell the history of the XJ-S (XJS). It gives a picture of 21 
production years and a history of more than 35 years. Yet it is only a limited overview. For 
those who want to familiarise themselves with the model, or who have become so 
interested that purchase is being considered, a single title:
Jaguar XJS from Nigel Thorley edition (Haynes); Jaguar XJS by Paul Skilleter; The 
Essential Buyer's Guide from Peter Crespin Jaguar XJ-S All 6- and 12-cylinder models 
1975 to 1996. Gurther more I strongly recommend downloading Kirby Palmer's book 
"Experience in a Book" at the following website: http: // www .jag-lovers.org. In addition, 
with some regularity in a magazine like Jaguar World something can be found about the 
XJ-S and in the club magazine of the JEC, the Forum gives acte de presence.
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The same Forum of the Club has ever released a poster, on which the produced models 
are plotted in a timeline. See the photo above.
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              Photo above, the author and his wife in a windy North Holland landscape. Photo under our
        Field-Spaniel, an English hunting dog in the semi-open Cabriolet. Sadly past away in august 2017
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Appendix

�

XJ-Ss  IN  FRANCE  :  COSTS  OF  SERVICING  AND  REPAIRS  FOR  SEVEN  CARS

De gemiddelde kosten zijn berekend over een periode van 4-5 jaar, met een totaal gereden miles van 176.500.

- De werkzaamheden zijn verricht door Jaguar dealers of onafhankelijke Jaguar specialisten. Van de 7 
auto’s zijn zes nieuw gekocht in de periode 1990-1994 en één in 1982.

Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)Cars  (types/models)  -  Miles  run  -  Costs  of  Servicing  and  Repairs  (and  sharing  out)

Types

of  XJ-Ss

Total  for  Servicing
and  Repairs

Total  for  Servicing
and  Repairs

Costs  (£)  for  Parts  and  Labour  (VAT  included)
and  sharing  out

Costs  (£)  for  Parts  and  Labour  (VAT  included)
and  sharing  out

Costs  (£)  for  Parts  and  Labour  (VAT  included)
and  sharing  out

Costs  (£)  for  Parts  and  Labour  (VAT  included)
and  sharing  out

Costs  (£)  for  Parts  and  Labour  (VAT  included)
and  sharing  out

Types

of  XJ-Ss
Miles
Run
(for  each
car)

Total
Costs

(£)

Motor
Gear  box
Final  Drive
Exhausts

Brakes,
Steering

Suspensions,
(F/R)

Wheel
bearings,...

Air  Con' Tyres Miscellaneous

V12 Convertible,
MY 1994 13,000 3,325 1,660 270 955 0 435

4.0 Coupe, 1992
and
4.0 Convertible,
1995

22,500 3,800 1,355 475 100 695 1,165

3.6 Coupe, 1990 12,500 2,900 1,530 765 0 615 0

XJR-S Coupe,
1992 12,500 4,125 1,565 700 210 700 950

V12 Coupe, 1982 8,500 5,125 925 385 1,005 385
1,085

( + painting :
1,330)

4.0 Coupe,
1995 19,000 4,680 1,915 2,180 215 0(*) 370

V12 Coupe, 1991 88,500 23,115 9,060 4,165 2,580 2,825
4,470 (including

painting)

(*)     : 4 new
tyres to buy

TOTAL 176,500

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

SEVEN  XJ-Ss  :  AVERAGE  COST  PER  MILE
(total  and  sharing  out)

TOTAL
(Cents  per

Mile)
SHARING  OUT  (cents  per  mile,  VAT  Included)SHARING  OUT  (cents  per  mile,  VAT  Included)SHARING  OUT  (cents  per  mile,  VAT  Included)SHARING  OUT  (cents  per  mile,  VAT  Included)SHARING  OUT  (cents  per  mile,  VAT  Included)

26.7 10.2 5.1 2.9 3.0 5.5

omrekenkoers september 2010 1 £ = 1.205 €# # # # # # # # # # bron: Clair Mourier (Frankrijk)
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In de onderstaande tabel zijn de productie cijfers opgenomen, zoals verstrekt door de 
Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust (JDHT)

Bij de Cabrio’s is dit nummer te vinden onder de 
rubberafdichting van de kofferbak. Dit nummer is het 
identificatienummer van het chassis. Hiermee kon de 
wagen op zijn weg tussen fabriek en Park Sheet Metal 
Factory, visa versa 
worden gevolgd.

De foto rechts geeft het embleem weer van het Cabrio 
register. Opgezet door John Bleasie. In het register zijn 
ondertussen het merendeel van de gebouwde cabrio’s 
opgenomen en hebben zich ongeveer 400 eigenaren 
laten registreren.

Final assembly hall with of 
Spitfires, Castle Bromwich Aero 
Factory 'C' Block, around 1943. 
Compared to American factories, 
British facilities always seem to be 
much dimmer. Perhaps this is the 
result of lower energy resources. 
Photo, City of Birmingham [LSH: 
WK/C1/147]
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THE���CYLINDER�ENGINE�IS�BASICALLY�
VERY�STRONG�AND�WILL�LAST�A�LONG�TIME�
PROVIDING�IT�HAS�BEEN�CORRECTLY�
MAINTAINED��2OUTINE�MAINTENANCE�IS�
THE�KEY�TO�SUCCESS�WITH�ANY�8*3�

&ORTUNATELY��MANY�OWNERS�
WERE�WELL�AWARE�OF�THE�CAR�S�ONGOING�
REQUIREMENTS��WELLMAINTAINED��LOW

MILEAGE�EXAMPLES�AREN�T�TOO�DIFl�CULT�
TO�l�ND��4HE�MAIN�PROBLEM�IS�THAT�
THE�6���MODELS�ARE�SUSCEPTIBLE�
TO�OVERHEATING��SOUND�FAMILIAR�	��
AND�ONCE�THE�ENGINE��OR�THE�'-�
TRANSMISSION��FOR�THAT�MATTER	�HAVE�
BOILED�OVER��PROBLEMS�FOLLOW�

"OTTOM�LINE��4HE�8*3�OFFERS�6

���PERFORMANCE�AND�PRESTIGE�THAT�IS�
NOT�AVAILABLE�IN�OTHER�CARS�ON�THE�
ROAD��AT�LEAST�NOT�WITHOUT�SPENDING�
A�FORTUNE��

!S�ONE�*AGUAR�FAN�SAYS��h4HE�8*3�
OFFERS�A�LOT�OF�BANG�FOR�THE�BUCK�A�
PRACTICAL���CYLINDER�SUPER�CAR�FOR�A�
LOT�LESS�THAN�OTHERS�v�
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          02 november 2015. Eltjo Ottjes   
                                                                                                                                                                                    
           www.jaguarxj-sc.nl
           xjscv12@xs4all.nl

          The photos are mostly from my own collection, or copies available free of copyright. If known, the                                                                                    
source is mentioned.            
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